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Older queen larvae in queen cell lying on top of wax comb 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_bee 



P A G E  2  

The CCABA is a branch member of the NSWABA.  The CCABA Club 

would like to acknowledge this relationship with the NSWABA.  

http://www.beekeepers.asn.au/ 

 

 

 

We are asking all members to wear their name badges to each  

meeting, if you don’t have one, see Barbara Elkins at the meeting and 

she will organise one for you.  

Visitors will also be given a hand written badge for the meeting. 

Position held Name and Contact details 

President Len Verrenkamp  Len@totalfitting.com.au 

Vice President Stewart Suesse  suesse@aapt.net.au 

Secretary Max Rae  mx_rae@yahoo.com.au 

Treasurer Ray Isaacs   rwjidsl@integritynet.com.au 

Assist secretary Martijn  Schiferli  

Public officer Jim Hubbard 

Club Apriast Peter Annabel   

Assist Club Apriast Barry Eslick  

Equipment Officer Position open—unfilled   

Publicity Officer Barbara Elkins 

Librarian Barry Eslick  

Catering officer Susan Zgraja 

Newsletter Editor Maria Glabus – marija.glabus68@icloud.com 

2016 Committee Members:   

mailto:Len@totalfitting.com.au
mailto:sues@aapt.net.au
mailto:mx_rae@yahoo.com.au
mailto:rwjidsl@integritynet.com.au
mailto:marija.glabus68@icloud.com
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Coming Events:   

August  

Club meeting- 17th August- Spring hive inspection and swarm prevention- PP presentation 

  
September: 

Club meeting- 21st September- Swarms, how to session with video 

  
October: 

Club meeting- 19th of October- Re-queening hives, do’s and don’t’s 

ABA field day- Sunday 9t of October @ Pittwater High School- more details to follow.  

 
November: 

Club Meeting- 16th November- Gifts you can make from your apiary products- just in time for 

Christmas. 

  
December: 

Club meeting: 21st December- Trivia night and Xmas drinks 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

President’s Report 

 

Dear members, 

With just three weeks of winter remaining the anticipation of the coming season is becom-

ing unbearable.  

The Central Coast is blessed with a vast array of eucalypt species that flower at different 

times during the season and along with a high population of retirees who are avid garden-

ers, we have some of the best all round conditions for urban bees in Australia. Yes there 

may be times during the season when there’s not a lot of nectar coming into your hives, 

however, often a flow is not too far away so hopefully you have utilized the quieter, colder 

months to have your box and frames prepped for the season. 

 

Club wise, the box and frame building day held on the 7th of this month was a great suc-

cess with 16 people coming along and learning how to build almost all the parts of a Lang-

stroth hive. The weather was quite mild, however, just not quite warm enough for any hive 

inspections. 

The next major event for club members is the Tocal training courses which take place over 

the 23rd- 27th of this month and it was confirmed late last week that Bruce White would be 

doing the training for us along with Dani Lloyd-Pritchard from the Tocal college. I think we 

have struck gold having Bruce and Dani as our trainers and these should be very informa-

tive days for those attending. 

 

ABANSW club grants are now available for clubs wishing to apply. Your committee has 

come up with six potential grant use options for members to vote on at this month’s meet-

ing and they are as follows: 

Bus trip to Tocal Field Day 

PA system for club meetings 

Donation of a hive to a local school 

Donation of a hive to a local community garden 

Educational package to local high schools 

 Put the grant towards an electric extractor for the club. 

 

Please consider these before the meeting as they will be put to a vote on Wednesday 

night. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Beekeeper profile this month is by Stewart Suesse, Stewart is a past club president, very experi-

enced beekeeper and tells a great story of his beginning in bee keeping. 

 

See you all Wednesday night at the Showground.. 

Regards 

Len Verrenkamp 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Club Apiarist’s report  

 

Nothing to report for this month 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cdn1.sph.harvard.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2014/05/Honeybee-hive-release-

470x313.jpg 

Peter Annabel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Beekeepers Profile  - By Stewart Suesse 

How did you get into beekeeping?  

My father in- law, Denis Stewart is a famous Herbalist here on the Central coast and a part of his 

business was beekeeping from the 1980s to 90s. 

One day on his property in the Hunter Valley, I came across a shipping container full of boxes 

and asked what they were and he said “bee boxes, you can have the lot if you want”. So I did 

and ended up with about 160 usable boxes and enough frames, excluders, lids, bottom boards 

to make up the 60 hives we have so far with still more boxes to use. It must have been a lot easier 

to keep bees in the old days because he said he never had any bee diseases or hive beetles.  

Anyway, to this day he still keeps bees .  

 

Did you have a mentor? 

My mentor was Graham Gregory who lived at Mardi at the time, and anyone that knows him will 

know that he loved to chat about bees and I gained ninety percent of my knowledge from him. 

I used to visit him almost every week and he never got annoyed and I think it was amazing that 

he gave me all that knowledge for free. Seriously he spent hours with me and I really appreciat-

ed it. It’s a shame that he moved because he used to supply many locals and members with 

Nucs and queens. 

 

Do you have an empty super story? (something that went wrong) 

My empty super story was when in Spring we came home every Sunday around midday to  find 

that one after the other of our hives had swarmed, it was about 6 weeks in a row we could not 

believe it. 

 

Your most memorable Beekeeping moment? 

My most memorable Beekeeping moment was the first time I had to move some bees. It was 

about to storm but I decided to move them anyway. Boy do bees get angry when there is light-

ning. Needless to say I will NEVER move bees in a storm again. 

 

The most useful gadget you have? (not inc your hive tool)  

I would say the most useful gadget I have is my 200kg honey tank with a strainer on top. It saves 

so much work and all the fine particles of wax rise to the top ready to go in buckets. A hive load-

er would be good though I’m a bit envious of Len’s boom loader that I saw on his facebook 

page. 

 
What appeals to you about beekeeping? 

Beekeeping appeals to me because I think bees are a marvel of creation the way they com-

municate with each other by a dance that tells the hive the direction and distance to pollen 

and nectar is truly amazing. And I think they were created for man, just think what other animal 

collects food for themselves that we can rob and also eat. It is impossible for the bees to con-

sume all the honey they make so what a lovely gift from our creator and think how good is honey 

for human consumption. 

Club equipment 



 

Please note there will be a small deposit required when borrowing equipment which will be fully 

refunded when the item is returned in the same condition as when it was borrowed.   

 

Extractors- 4 frame and 2 frame. 

Uncapping knife (heated) 

Strainers/buckets 

Frame wiring jig. The wiring jig comes with wire, eyelets and nails and there will be a small charge 

of $0.50 per frame to cover the cost of these items, which saves you buying more than you need.  

 
A callout to all members: 

 

If you have any club equipment that has not been organised through Max could you please re-

turn it at the next meeting or directly to Max, please. 

 

Contact Max on 0424 168 590 or email:  mx_rae@yahoo.com.au 

 
Classifieds 

 

The club has the following items for sale:  

  

 External or front feeders $5.50each      $5.50 ea   

 Full depth frames (unassembled)       $1.40 ea   

 Full depth foundation        $1.60 ea   

 8F Full depth boxes/honey supers (unassembled)    $26.00ea   

 8F bottom board kits (unassembled)      $21.00ea   

 8F migratory lid kits (unassembled)       $19.00 ea   

 8F metal queen excluders        $18.00 ea   

 Apithor Hive Beetle harbourage      $7.00 ea  

 
 

 

Contact Robyn Crosland 0439406096 

 

 Members who need 20 L white food grade buckets available with lids that are cleaned but 

will need a second clean.  Priced at just $5.00 each or 5 for $20.   

 Hessian Bags $2 each 
 

 

Club Jars and Labels.   

Contact Max or Len  

 

 Plastic jars 500 g  - 50 cents 

 Honey Club labels 30 cents each 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:mx_rae@yahoo.com.au


Wanted bee suit 

Contact Jim Mitchell 

Email :  familymitch@optusnet.com.au 

Mobile:  0418 864 265 

 

 Looking for a second hand, small size bee suit, suitable for young child.  Will be OK if  suit re-

quires repair or alteration.   

 

 
Willing to host a couple of hives 

Please contact:   

Sue-Ellen Rixon 

4/31 Lea Ave 

Wamberal 

Ph 0423802566 

 

 
For Sale 

 

Frames and ideal boxes already assembled  

Pricing—$2.50 each and the  

8 x  Ideal boxes at $20.00each 

 

See Max or Len  

 

If you have any excess equipment for sale or are looking for gear, place a for sale or wanted ad 

in the newsletter’s classified section.   Just send the full details in an email to Maria and she will 

add it to the next newsletter.   It’s free, however, it must be related to beekeeping or honey.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
2016 Mentors  

Name Contact number  
Phone  assistance 
only please tick box 

Areas you are prepared to 
travel to for hive inspections 

Stewart Suesse 0412704167   telephone assistance 

Maria Glabus 0432683734   
Northern end of coast , Toukley to 
Morisset 

Susan Zgraja 43891874   All Areas 

Barry Eslick 43325797 0414769337   All Areas, Warre Specialist 

Brian Sawyer 43822366 0418965630   
Avoca, Terrigal, Bensville, Kincum-
ber, Macmasters ,Killcare 

Tony Vanden Hoogen gyro14u@gmail.com   Ourimbah & surrounds 

Ray Isaacs 0433393901   
Davistown, Greenpoint ,Sarratoga 
Kincumber 

Johan deKock 0423399567   Matcham , Holgate,  Erina 

Barbara Elkins 0419742388   Long Jetty , Terrigal 

Mathew Douglass 0450704017 Outside school hours 
Davistown , Avoca,  Sarratoga,  
Kincumber 

Toni Mitchell 0413401985   Ourimbah to Bateau Bay Areas 

mailto:gyro14u@gmail.com


 

Bee Biosecurity Officer for New South Wales 

 

Hayley Pragert has been appointed as the Bee Biosecurity Officer for New South Wales.  

Hayley Pragert 

Bee Biosecurity Officer 

Biosecurity and Food Safety 

New South Wales Department of Primary IndustriesBee Biosecurity Program 

161 Kite Street, Orange NSW 2800 

T: 02 6391 3652  

M: 0438 677 195  

E: hayley.pragert@dpi.nsw.gov.au 

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/biosecurity 
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Current Resources—CCABA Library  

 

 

 

1 Field Guide to Eucalypts Volume 1 Brooker & Klienig 

2 Honeybee Cemocracy  Thomas D Seeley 

3 Planting Native Trees on Farms Catchment Management Authority 

4 Thorsons Bee Health (2 copies)  Hasnan Walsi 

5 Research Report 1980 - 1995 

Honeybee Research & Development 

council 

6 Bussy Bees a Sparkle Book Glenn Johnstone 

7 Queen Rearing L.E Snelgrove 

8 ABC & XYZ of Bee Culture A.I.Root 

9 Native Bees of Sydney Region Anne Dollin & Partners 

10 Swarming it's control and Prevention L.E Snelgrove 

11 The hive and the honeybee Lorenzo Lorraine Langstroth 

12 Legend of the hive Maria Owsianka 

13 Bee Friendly Mark Leech 

14 Honey and Pollen Flora Alan Clemson 

15 The beekeepers Handbook Roger. A. Morse 

16 The Complete Handbook of Beekeeping Herbert Mace 

17 Better Beekeeping Kim Flottum 

18 Breeding the Honeybee Brother Adam 

19 The Honeybee James. L. Gould 

20 Bees Biology & Management Peter. G. Kevan 

21 

Introduction to Australian Native bees 2nd edi-

tion Dr  Anne Dollin (in folder) 

22 Beecraft 2004 collection of editorials British Beekeeping association 

23 Beecraft 2006 collection of editorials British Beekeeping association 

24 A Wprld without Bees Alison Mc Cullum 

25 Beekeeping in New Zealand B.P. Marris 

26 Honey Business Fred Benecke 

27 Foul Brood Desease of Honey Bees FERA 

28 Managing varroa FERA 



 

Barry Eslick 

29 Five hundred answers to bee questions A.I.Root 

30 Backyard bees Doug Purdie 

31 Bees and Honey Joy Lau 

32 Build your own bee keeing equipment Tony Pisano 

33 Bees and Mankind John B. Free 

34 bee keeping in Victoria D.F. Langridge 

35 Bees I. Khalifman 

36 The immigrant Bees Peter Barrett 

37 Honey in Bees in Australia Tarlton Rayment 

38 Bees and Honey Roger Mott 

39 

Backyard bee keeping in Australia and New 

Zealand C.N. Smithers 

40 The bee Book Peter Warhurst & roger Goebel 

41 Australian Stingless Bees John Klumpp 

42 The Beekeepers Lament Hannah Nordhaus 

43 Honey Flora S.T. Blake and C. Roff 

44 The Buzz about bees Jurgen Tautz 

45 Two million blossoms Kirsten S. Traynor, M.S. 

46 Honey, Nature's golden healer Gloria Havenhand 

47 Curative properties of Honey and bee venom N. Yoirish 

48 Top bar beekeeping Les Crowder & Heather Harrell 

49 Contemporary Queen Rearing Harry H. Laidlaw. Jr 

50 Beekeeing for all Abbe Warre 

51 How to keep bees and sell honey Walter T. Kelly 

52 Beginning in bees NSW Dept Agriculture 

53 Honey Cookbook Peter russell Clarke 

54 Bee Keeping for business & Pleasure R.B. Gulliford 

55 

Bee Keeping for business & Pleasure (with 

tapes) R.B. Gulliford 

56 

Bee Keeping for business & Pleasure (with 

tapes) R.B. Gulliford 

57 The Honey Flow Kylie Tennant 

58 Boxes to bar hives Trevor Weatherhead 

59 The bee friendly beekeeper David Heaf 

60 Bees: Karl Von Frisch 

61 Beekeeping the gentle craft John F. Adams 

62 Guide to bees and honey Ted Hooper 



 

Evolution of Bees  

135 Million Years ago, in the Cretaceous Period, primitive insects filled the sky – huge dragon flies and but-

terflies, and pterosaurs with 12 metre wing spans. 

But there were no bees and no flowers. 

Any plant that needed pollination depended on the wind. Plants needed to produce huge amounts of 

pollen to guarantee pollination. As pollen was a very nutritionally rich product (to guarantee fertility) much 

of the plant’s energy was wasted by this method of dispersal. 

Winged insects began feeding on pollen and carrying it to other plants so a mutualistic relationship began 

to develop which was a huge change amongst the plant community. 

Plants began to evolve petals to attract insects to their flowers. Magnolias and water lilies were the first to 

evolve white petals which stood out amongst the green and brown foliage. 

With this new reliable means of pollination a vast array of insect–pollinated plants evolved. 

Plants began vying for insect attention with a huge variety of colours, patterns and elaborate shapes. In 

this battle to attract pollinators plants evolved an additional weapon – sugar-rich nectar as an additional 

reward. 

This success led to insects developing further. Butterflies and some flies developed long tubular mouthparts 

to suck up the nectar. 

“The most specialised and successful group to emerge were the bees, the masters of gathering nectar 

and pollen to this day”. 

All bees all their lives live almost exclusively on honey and pollen whilst other insects tend to vary their diet 

throughout their metamorphosis. Bees developed the innovation of bringing food to their vulnerable young 

who were ensconced in a safe environment, fed and guarded by their nurse maids. 

The first bees evolved from wasps, which evolved various ways to successfully care for their young from the 

ghoulish predatory behaviour of laying an egg in another live insect, who provides food and protection for 

the baby wasp, until it is mature enough to burst out of its dying host’s body to underground nests. 

Another wasp species (Specidae) collects a variety of insects to feed its pupae who are protected in small 

underground nests. At some point these wasps chose to add nutritious pollen to the menu when their nor-

mal prey was scarce. 

As far as the fossil record is concerned bee fossils are rare. Other insects, especially ants, quite regularly got 

themselves stuck in tree resin which fossilizes into amber. But bees weren’t so careless. 

The oldest known bee in amber is 80 million years old and it is a stingless type closely related to a highly so-

cial species living in South America today. 

With the advent of DNA analysis we now have a completely different source of information to inform us on 

the lineage of bees. The similarity of DNA in bees and wasps suggest the first bee appeared 130 million 

years ago, shortly after the first flowers in the Cretaceous Period. 

Over the millennia bees and flowers evolved various ways to survive and prosper. For example the body 

hair on bees helped both brush pollen off and on flowers as well as store it to carry back to the hive. The 

tongues of bees evolved over time too as flowers developed nectar. Nectar is an invaluable source of sug-

ars to sustain flight. As nectar is an expensive product for plants to produce it was generally well hidden in 

flowers. Bees had to put a lot of effort into gathering it but the flower was thereby guaranteed pollination. 

The earliest bees were almost definitely solitary as are the majority of bee species surviving today. 

Each female builds her own nest in a hole in a small space in the ground or any suitable protected place. 



 

 

The earliest bees were almost definitely solitary as are the majority of bee species surviving today. 

Each female builds her own nest in a hole in a small space in the ground or any suitable protected place. 

Some are lines with silk or plant material and the added mixture of pollen and nectar. One or more eggs 

are laid and generally they are sealed up and left to their own devices to develop. 

Most solitary bees in temperate climates only develop one generation annually so spend up to eleven 

months in gestation. They are also so small and drab they go about their business unnoticed. But they are 

more common than most people notice, going about their vital work of pollination on our farms and in our 

gardens. 

 So finally, the first bees appeared perhaps 130 million years ago and by 80 million years ago some had 

evolved a social lifestyle. The cataclysm that occurred about 65 million years ago which wiped out all of 

the large life forms, including the dinosaurs, left many of the smaller groups which have survived today 

( including our small furry warm blooded ancestors). 

Again many smaller species took advantage of the unoccupied spaces left by the demise of the dinosaurs 

including our mammalian ancestors. Some species grew very large including some of the bumble bees. 

Around 30-40 million years ago there existed in the cooler climates of central Asia some very large furry 

bumble bees and this area today is still an area of great bumble bee diversity. 

Today of the 1.4 million species of organisms named so far (the true estimate may vary hugely from 2millin 

to 100 million) about 25,000 are species of bees! Many more undoubtedly remain to be discovered, partic-

ularly in tropical areas. 

Bees belong to the insect order of Hymenoptera, which includes ants and wasps. They are the most suc-

cessful group of organisms on earth – 1 million named species or about 70% of all of Earth’s known species. 

As humans remodel the surface of the planet many of these species are rapidly disappearing but it is usu-

ally the larger species that get our attention. But we need to pay attention to the loss of smaller species 

which have much more impact on our survival. Insects are responsible for delivering numerous “ecosystem 

services” such as pollination and decomposition that are vital for our life on Planet Earth. 

AS the famous biologist E.O.Wilson said “If all mankind were to disappear, the world would regenerate 

back to the rich state of equilibrium that existed ten thousand years ago. If insects were to vanish, the envi-

ronment would collapse in chaos”. 

(Acknowledgement : Goulson, D. A Sting in the Tale Random House, Great Britain 2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                



 

Editors Last Words 

 

ISIS, The Cold War, Russia, Weapons of Mass Destruction, JAWS, Ebola, The China Syndrome, San 

Andreas Fault, War on Terrorist, World War I and II, Concentration camps, Trump, are all words to  

evoke fear into the human species.   

Mention Varroa Destructor and this evokes fear into the average Beekeeper and the commer-

cial beekeepers alike.   

As we are coming to the close of winter, the weather is warming, hives are busy preparing drone 

and queen cells and it is shaping up to be another strong season or is it?  

Night after night, many of the human species are comfortably watching the amazing feats of 

humankind sporting endeavours, that is the Olympic—Rio 2016 coverage across the world.   

A small group of volunteer beekeepers will be making their way to Townsville, North 

Queensland to fight a battle that many will be unaware of.  To track, locate and destroy Asian 

bees and their host Varroa Jacobsoni.  This is the second line of defence of a small group of peo-

ple who patrol over vast borders from foreign attackers and invaders.  First line of attack is the 

inspector and patrol personal who work at the various and numerous ports of entry in to the 

country.  With the millions of articles shipped, air bound into this country, a small but dedicated 

team patrol these points of entry.  Not every shipping container will be checked, nor every arti-

cle.  But so far the reports coming from Townsville indicate that every effort is being made to stop 

the entry of the Varroa Destructor into the country.   

 

The third line of defence, education of the beekeepers.  The new bee biosecurity officer for NSW, 

Hayley Pragert, was able to give first hand experiences of dealing with the Varroa Destructor.  As 

a native from New Zealand, a country that we fondly associated in many endeavours in both 

sporting and academic fields.  The sledging between these two countries is legendary across the 

waters.  But can we learn from the impact on the Varroa Destructor on this tiny but strong nation 

of people?  They say that isolation is the key to innovation and perhaps that is the case for Aus-

tralia and New Zealand—6 months sailing time from the home land of Great Britain.  Farmers of-

ten relied on innovation and creativity to battle the difficulties of distance and lack of resources.  

Why do so many sporting, academic and leadership opportunities come from such isolation?   

 

Hayley was straight forward in her presentation, particularly when dealing with disease.  Dealing 

first hand with the loss of hives to AFB and Varroa.   

The sugar test, yes the use of icing sugar to dust and roll bees in search of Varroa mites is critical 

to any hive.  Beekeepers must use this method to search and report for Varroa mites.    

We need to turn the fear of Varroa Destructor into an opportunity of innovation.  All the countries 

that have been affected by the destructor mite, innovation has escaped their thinking.  As I sit in 

committee meeting and the monthly CCABA club meeting, you can hear the gadgets or risk 

taking that happens amongst beekeepers.   

 



 

When traveling this vast country in 2013, taking leave from work to recover from a major illness, I 

was surprised at the distances between towns. Only seeing livestock,  a passing 4x4 in the oppo-

site direction or the road train as it barrels down a lonely stretch of road—dirt road has an im-

pact. A lonely pub, a population of 5 yet still a gazetted town is what our country is about.  I re-

member seeing hives on government land—a naval base, far from any town.  I never knew the 

significance of seeing these hives, as I had not started beekeeping yet.  But thinking back to this 

lonely location and the impact of this hive, it was there to monitor the arrival of  an impending 

invasion.   

 

So lets work on our third line of defence together, with the management and monitoring of hives 

to ensure that fear does not creep in to the mindset of present and future beekeepers.   

Lets look at the Varroa Destructor as an obstacle to better beekeeping practices.  To ensure this, 

we need people like Hayley to educate beekeepers.   

 

Thank you Hayley for an informative evening and showing the way forward with the few but ef-

fective skills and techniques to managing and monitoring our hives.    

 

Maria Glabus 

Save the Bee, Save the World.   

CCABA Editor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

STOLEN HIVES 

 

On the 23rd of June, Leon Elliott of Dimboola placed 144 hives on a forestry site on the edge of 

the Old Calder Hwy in Hattah, Victoria. Leon turned up on the 2nd of August, to move them onto 

almond pollination, only to find that 124 hives were missing.  

 

 

He had visited the site a fortnight 

before and so the theft occurred sometime between the 

18th of July and the 2nd of August. 

 

They are a mix of 10 and 8 frame hives, branded E180 

and are all 2 hives to a pallet. The 10 frame hives are all 

white with majority on combined bottom/pallets. Approx-

imately a third of the 10 frame boxes are the one-piece 

plastic Aussie Hives. 

 

 

 

 

All of the 8 frame hives have loose 

bottoms and are a mix of colours with a few different 

brands on them as well as E180. All hives 

on loose bottoms are on a steel frame/pallet with timber 

risers. The majority of pallets and loose 

bottoms are painted dark green and the majority of lids 

have a galvanised tin cover. Some frames are also 

branded E180. 

 

 

Tracks left at the site suggest that a bag trolley was used 

to shift the hives onto two vehicles with 

trailers. If anybody has information regarding the theft of 

these hives or their current location can 

you please contact Victoria Police (Mildura) on 03 5018 

5300. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                           Equipment list for catching swarms 

The swarm list for this year will be published in next month’s edition.   

One of the keys to safe and efficient swarm collection is preparation, swarms can be there one 

minute and gone the next so if you keep the below equipment in your car or packed up and 

readily accessible, when that call comes in you’re ready to go. 

At a minimum you will need the following: 

Swarm box 

Spray bottle full of water or fresh sugar syrup 

Pruning saw 

Pair of secateurs 

Roll of duct tape 

Bee suit, veil, gloves  

Step ladder (optional and self-explanatory) 

Bee brush 

Somewhere to put your swarm once you have it in a box. 

Smoker (optional, pls refer to comment) 

Swarm box: 

This can be anything from a full hive to a cardboard box, as long as it has the following attributes: 

Big enough to hold 4 or 5 frames of foundation (no drawn comb), best if the frames don’t sit on 

the bottom of the box and there is some space under the lid or you will squash bees.A secure lid 

that can be removed and replace. 

An opening at one end and towards the bottom (say 30mm in diameter) that can be closed off.   

Ventilation, 3 or 4 off 30mm diameter holes with some fly screen over them work wellRemember 

this box must be able to be sealed so the bees cannot escape when in your car, but still have 

ventilation so they don’t overheat.  

The lighter the better for swarm boxes, makes it much easier to hold them up underneath swarms 

or jam into trees, on top of letter boxes, under stairs etc. 

The swarm can generally stay in this box for a week of two if required, however they could quick-

ly outgrow it once brood starts to hatch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Spray bottle 

Any clean spray bottle will do, it’s used to wet the cluster down before dropping them into your 

swarm box. It tends to make them hang together better and also gives them a drink before they 

get locked into their new box whilst you take it home.  

Pruning saw and secateurs 

Great for removing a branch a swarm is hanging on or branches that are in the way  

Roll of duct tape (not black) 

The handiest piece of equipment in your kit, I use a cloth backed tape that’s 50mm wide and is 

easy to tear off, the tape can be used for sealing up holes, holding a box in position whilst the 

bees go inside, I have even used it to make a bridge for the bees to walk across to the box once 

we had the queen and most of the bees inside when they were clustered over a letter box.  

Bee suit, veil, gloves 

Bee brush  

Somewhere to put your swarm 

Sounds obvious, however if you already have bees in one place don’t put a swarm with them, 

swarms need to be quarantined for two brood cycles or about 6 weeks and then inspected for 

disease before placing in your apiary.  

Smoker 

You will notice this is listed as optional, by all means take it with you, however it is rare to need to 

smoke a swarm, bees are generally quite docile when in swarm mode as they do not have a 

home to protect. 

The exception is if you come across a swarm that have been settled long enough in one spot to 

start building comb for the queen to lay in, then you will probably need to smoke the bees as 

they will be protective of their brood etc as this could be regarded as an established colony. 

In the meantime watch the video on the link below and this will give you an idea on how to deal 

with an easy swarm and become a bee whisperer.. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeAd1K7rWJU  
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Dear industry member, 

As you would be aware there has been a recent Varroa jacobsoni incursion at Townsville, North 

Queensland and a response is currently being led by QDAF.  

AHBIC is actively involved with the response and wants to see the industry become more involved by 

sending beekeepers to Townsville to assist in the response.  It is crucial that the industry is seen as 

being proactive at this early stage. QDAF are happy for industry volunteers to assist in the response 

and I am sure you will agree that we all want to see varroa eradicated from the Townsville area. 

Following are details of the proposed plan  

Tasks for Beekeepers/Knowledge Required 

  Priority for volunteers will be to follow up our initial contact with managed hive owners and 

give training/demos/assistance with: 

o Drone uncapping 

o Sugar Shaking 

o Alcohol washing 

 If there is a break in these activities, volunteers could help out with: 

o Sweep netting 

o Feeding stations 

o Aerial pheromone traps 

 It is essential that volunteers have experience with the managed hive surveillance techniques 

and can confidently discuss and demonstrate these; it is less important that they have 

experience in the field surveillance methods – QDAF can give the volunteers some training 

and they are likely to be working with BQ officers and contract staff 

 There will need to be short inductions for any volunteers involved – QDAF are putting a 

package of information together 

 

Time 

 At this stage we anticipate sending groups of 4-8 industry volunteers commencing the week 

of 29th August, continuing weekly. 

 We want to be able to maintain this effort for as long as possible or until industry funds are 

exhausted.  We also need the ability to place additional volunteers on the ground above the 

4-8 should an unforeseen circumstance develop (eg: multiple AHB nests found with varroa in 

a short period of time) 

mailto:ahbic@honeybee.org.au


 Work hours will be approximately 6-8 hrs per day, hours will vary. 

Travel & Accommodation  

  Flights reimbursed to the value of $600 from Adelaide, Melbourne, Canberra, Sydney, Perth 

& Brisbane.  Volunteers from Western Australia to contact the co-ordinator if fares are over 

$600 for consideration.   Flights to be booked at least a week in advance in order to obtain the 

cheapest fare. 

 Volunteers to travel to Townsville Sunday to begin work on Monday morning.  Travel home 

after work Friday or Saturday. 

 Accommodation to be provided to volunteers for Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday and Friday.  Accommodation provided at a suitable location organised by AHBIC. 

Conduct 

 Volunteers must be co-operative and not go up there with a challenging or confrontational 

attitude.  Any issues regarding the response need to be addressed by AHBIC.  If you have issues 

please raise them through your AHBIC executive members. 

 Volunteers need to be able to work in a team environment both supervised and unsupervised. 

At this stage we are still in negotiations with QDAF so some of the points made above may change 

slightly. 

We are urgently trying to put a roster for the start date week 29th August.  I urge anyone able to 

commit a week to volunteer up in Townsville to contact myself with available dates.  If you are not 

able to commit to a date but would still like to volunteer please contact me and I will put you on a To 

Be Contacted list. 

Please contact me at the below email address if you can assist up in Townsville. 

klingnershoneyco@bordernet.com.au 

Regards 

Craig Klingner 

0428344125 
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Waggle dance: communicative interpretive dance used by female worker bees to alert others to the 
location and type of pollen in the area. The queens are pheromone communicative which determines 
the fertility of all bees in the hive. Apiarists have determined it to be one of the most sophisticated 
languages in species, as bees have extreme memory and intelligence, and even possess different 
personalities despite their minute size. 
 
Carson retired inside after a busy day out at work in her garden, eager to read. Her low, bohemian 
bookshelf sat tucked in the corner of the living room, crammed with books of all variations. Books 
bought many years ago, and anticipating to be reread for years. The books given as gifts, who’s back 
cover may have only been glanced at, and the first page skim read, if it was lucky, before being hastily 
put away. The books that Carson had owned since childhood, and hasn’t wanted to be thrown out 
since, and books which found her at an op shop three thousand percent cheaper than their marketed 
price. Squatting down, she yanked out a book which doesn’t fit into any category, a book which was 
trapped under several other, much thicker books, the one she now held, having admired it for its 
apparent sensory appeal.  
 
Seated now in her chair, apt to to make the necessary sensory, external observations she deuces it is 
dynamically, a new book and not. The front cover is pristine, gold lettering ingrained in the navy 
exoskeleton of the front cover: ‘Conservation with Bees’.  Yet the edges of the pages are starting to 
taint. Not so much so that it could be classified as an old book, but it is certainly old enough to be 
classified as a real book. A homely, familiar feel.  
 
Carson opens the cover, and inhales deeply, it even smells well used, although not too used- like a 
nutty, fragrant, honeyed scent. The interior examination begins; her well trained eyes subconsciously 
search for the key signifiers which regulate intrigue. Disappointment. The lacklustre first few 
paragraphs give nothing away, and now she, caught in a wave of ambivalence, finds herself split, 
between the internal and external, an ambiguous discourse. “What’s the plot?” she reads aloud. 
What’s the plot? Her brow creases up, she attempts to flick the pages over, but the physical act is 
barred, as if stuck together with honey.  
 
“I can’t believe you.” Startled, she glances around nervously, but it is only her and the book, the 
living room empty. Reluctantly she reopens to the folded over page, her ever creasing brow holds for 
a moment, and she resumes reading, hoping either she would find the plot or it would find itself. 
Through the window, illuminated in the pale moonlight, against the stark grass, rest her hives, her 
livelihood. A faint bzzz tingles through the air, she shivvers.  

 
*** 

Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz  
In the hive plumes of white smoke filled the air like soft clouds, soothing the bumbling buzz, now 
faded to a soft dreamy state of tomorrow, honey oozed out of the waxy comb, while stores of larvae 
and other eggs remained dormant, yellowing in spring’s ambiance.  
 

Con(ser)v(ers)ation(s)  
with Bees 

 



	

Lifting the first sticky layer of hive sheet, Carson, from her alien white suit, couldn’t help but notice 
how closely it resembled a secluded utopic kingdom; her creation. The hierarchical structure of the 
hive intrinsically human: the queen, who she had marked with a green dot, possessed the largest 
thorax, and supposedly retained ultimate control. She laid eggs while the idle male drones laid around, 
keeping her hive and honey warm. Walls strong; perfectly constructed by each worker, now latent, 
striped bodies drained, each having delivered ten times their weight in gold today.   

 
Her bees were among the best mathematicians, she lifted the second sheet, their calculations 
immaculate, so perfectly crafted. How could they possibly discern, that each lignified wall had to 
meet another at exactly one hundred and twenty degrees, let alone put it into practice? They were, 
docile, aware, although unaware of her presence, and she, clad in all white, a thief to their livelihood. 
What other descriptors did they possess for her? Was she the creator of their lives, or merely the 
facilitator? Like a loving mother I have provided, and protected them, the Varroa Mite, the cyclones. 
Tears pricked in the corners of her eyes. Reluctantly, she scraped the honey into her harvesting bucket, 
it was time to filter. 

*** 
Through the window and the darkness of her living room, this rendering changes shape, the lexical 
units swirl around the page- look at how they rearrange themselves, perspectives shift, and so too 
does her understanding of content, but not context, she was inside and now she’s out.  

*** 
“She kept loosing it-” 
 

“I mean, who left her in charge?”  
 

“This whole thing is a real buzzkill...” 
 

“She can’t sustain this, how is she supposed to sustain us?”  
 

 “Years may go on, what if nothing ever develops?” 
 

*** 
 
Now seated at her desk, Carson dipped her finger into a jar of honey. Viscous substance drizzles off, 
leaving golden tainted translucent spots on the table. She tilted her head to the side, lifted her hand to 
her mouth she collected the drops with her tongue. On her petri dish, three bees she had captured 
earlier in the day, en route home rested, having being smoked into a daze, began to wake up. When 
she was in need of inspiration for her work, she took bees to watch the waggle dance.  For educational 
purposes, of course. Around and around the bees twirled, moving in lacy patterns, thoraxes wiggling 
in earnest, their belief in passing on valuable food directorial information, to benefit only their species 
was not misguided. The beauty in this unspoken language, cohesive, rounded, effective. She switched 
off the lamp light. Hovering above her, one small bee hung, as if suspended in mid air. With her 
finger in her mouth and her gaze turned upwards, she reflects everything takes time. Even bees have 
to move very fast to stay still2, I wonder how he thinks. 
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The Hive 

Flowers’ 

Dear Flowers,  
I have lost the plot. Not 
physically. I’m not in 
search of any narrative, 
merely significance. I am a 
Male Drone, but four years 
have passed and not once 
have I been called out on 
flight with the queen. All I 
do, is collect pollen and 
dump it in hexagonal 
boxes. I’m a huge fan of 
your work. Sincerely, 
Existentially Challenged. 
 
Hi Existentially Challenged, 
 
All species, from time to 
time, especially those of 
superior intelligence such as 
yourself, often question the 
meaninglessness of their role 
in the society they live. As a 
Beekeeper myself, I often 
question what right I have 
intervening in your society so 
deceptively. It may come as a 
shock, but I harvest your 
honey in order to benefit my 
own society. You storing 
spare pollen feeds the young 
in your hive. Without young 
your species fails, and results 
in the total collapse of 
resources for all species.  
 
Keep up the good work,  
 
Flowers (Your biggest fan) 
 

Flowers,  
My bees are revolting 
against me; they sense I am 
aging. I appear to have 
stopped secreting the 
pheromone which sterilizes 
my worker bees, and soon 
the will start rising up to 
challenge me for the throne. 
In desperate need for 
advice. Sincerely, Royally 
Worried.  
 
Hi Royally Worried,  
 
The natural process for your 
children to replace you is a 
joyous one. You have the 
luxury of dying of old age, 
once your baby queens are 
developed unlike others under 
your monarchy. Also don’t 
worry if something does 
happen to you, the selflessness 
of your female workers will 
raise your children for you, 
while they reproduce, 
pollinate and forage. 
Remember they are all your 
children, honey! 
 
Don’t murder your darlings. 
 
Flowers 
 

Flowers.  
Will you remark on the new 
proposed labor conditions 
for Female Worker bees 
under the queen’s regime? 
A daily 10-hour shift, for 4 
weeks is unacceptable in a 
5-week verve. We are 
literally working ourselves 
to death -Curious. 
 
Hey Curious,  
 
Labor conditions for worker 
bees have always been harsh, 
but with the birth rate of 
larvae, the supply- demand 
ratio is heavily weighted 
towards the former.  The 
requirements of your 
particular hive are quite large 
to maintain balance to prevent 
a collapse, and so as such your 
female workers are only 
ergonomically required for 4 
weeks, regardless of working 
rates, to manage resources.  
 
My species is not so fast to 
catch on, I’m impressed.  
 
Flowers 
 

I know this column generates the most buzz in the entire issue, this week 
I thought it could be fun to hypothesise the concerns of bees- my bees in 
particular. After humans, bees are the most studied organisms on the planet. 
They underline the reality that we are more, not less, dependent on nature’s 
services.1 As beekeepers, we think we can make honey without sharing in the 
fate of bees, but we are in truth nothing but poor bees, destined to 
accomplish our task and then die3. What other species now require of us is 
our attention. Otherwise, we are entering a narrative of disappearing 
intelligences4. 
 



	

 

 

 

 

 

 

1“”- Achim Steiner 
 
2“”― David Foster Wallace, Brief Interviews with Hideous Men 
 
3“”― Muriel Barbery, The Elegance of the Hedgehog 
 
4 “”― Terry Tempest Williams, Finding Beauty in a Broken World 
 
By Adi H 
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